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tray, with a pedestal-foot, held tiny white china bowls, which our host filled with amber-coloured coffee, flavoured with cardamom. When the hookahs were gurgling in full blast, the talk became general, for my escort was composed of local men known to the old chief, and I then had leisure to look at the view through the open casements.
The village stood at the head of an awesome abyss, that was terraced for coffee a short distance down, and then dropped almost sheer toward the lowlands, which swam in a thin blue haze some miles away, and about five thousand feet below.
In all other directions visible to me were rugged peaks and spurs, surmounted by similar strongholds. This one was probably as accessible as any, yet I should have felt very serious about guiding a mountain battery within range of it, for the only feasible track lay through rocky gullies, commanded from above. Infantry would have to advance across an absolutely bare plateau, right up to the village, and, even if they forced an entrance, would find themselves in a death-trap among those tall, loopholed towers.
In the one direction I could not see, I knew that the plateau rose to a precipitous bluff, and along the foot of that bluff ran the Hodeida-Sanaa road. This is far below and out of sight of the village, but not out of mind, for the local riflemen could creep to the edge of the plateau and terribly harry a column of route.
I have also seen, near Sok al-Khamis, isolated towers, so massive that Ottoman guns had only chipped the upper works, and, in one instance, a tower tlfet had been evacuated by night, then seized by the Turks and fired. It was completely gutted from top to bottom, and stood

